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LinkedIn: A global pool of talent 
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 380M+ 
Members 

worldwide 
+2  New members per second  



Our Mission 

Our mission is simple: To 

connect the world's 

professionals to make them 

more productive and 

successful.  

 



Our Vision 

"To create economic opportunity for every member of the 

global workforce." 

 



Why be active on LinkedIn? 

 

• Develop your professional brand 

 

• Gives you more visibility within your organization 

 

• Follow clients and generate leads 

 

• Help your organization find top talent 

 

• Easy to access anywhere at anytime via the LinkedIn 

Mobile App 

 

 

 



Enhance your Profile 
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First things first: If you don’t have a profile… 

• Login to LinkedIn.com and fill out the “Get started” section.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Then fill out your basic  

    information and then you can 

    get started building your network! 



The number one activity on LinkedIn is Profile Viewing 
 

What does yours look like? 



Personal Headline 

Photo 

Summary 

Photos & Videos 

Experience 

Profile Buildout 



Grow Your Network 
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Why Should you be Active on LinkedIn?  

 Your professional network grows 

with each connection you make 

 

 Be a champion for your Company 

 

 Connections can enhance your 

credibility 

 

 Connections can influence your 

career (leads & referrals) 

 

 Your organization can grow from 

your network 

 



Your Network 

Live Updates 

Your Current Connections 



Personalizing Invitations to Connect 

Customize Your Message 

Personalize and Introduce 



Follow and Engage 
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Be Informed – Why follow & engage on LinkedIn 

 Helps you gain visibility within your network 

 

 Makes you appear more credible and knowledgeable about your 

industry and organization  

 

 Be in the know with your clients 

 

 Stay engaged with your business development prospects 

 

 

 



Follow and Engage 

Groups Influencers Pulse 



Follow Your Company & Company’s 

Career Page 



Follow & Learn from Companies that Inspire you! 



Demo 
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Profile Settings 
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Profile Security Settings 

• To edit your security settings on LinkedIn  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Don’t want your connections to see your activity, if you’ve viewed their 

profile, or view your connections? No problem! Just visit: 

Go to the security site, click the profile tab, then select the options you want to change 

and edit them accordingly 

 

• Want to edit how frequent LinkedIn Emails or notifications get sent to you? 

Visit: 

Go to the security site, click the communications tab, then select the email and 

notification options and click to edit them accordingly  



Commonly Asked Questions 
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• Is LinkedIn different from Facebook or Twitter? 

Yes! Facebook & Twitter are more geared towards incentives, discounts, rewards, and entertainment. 

LinkedIn is more focused on insights, news, products, and company culture information. 

 

• How often should I log in? 

While logging in daily is ideal, what’s most important is that you maintain a consistent presence and 

respond to messages and connection requests in a timely fashion. LinkedIn will send you a Network 

Update once a week or once a day -- you can use that email as a reminder to log in and send someone 

a note, respond to a request or post to a group discussion. 

 

• What’s the best way to request to connect with someone? 

LinkedIn provides a basic message “I'd like to add you to my professional network on LinkedIn,” but it’s 

a good idea to customize your requests. You’ll get a better response rate if you write a brief, 

personalized, polite note to each potential connection reminding them how you met (if necessary) and 

explaining why you’re interested in connecting -- e.g., to ask for advice or to keep in touch after meeting 

at a conference. 

 

• How do I ask for an introduction?  

When you request an introduction, you’ll be prompted to write a note to your mutual connection and then 

a separate note to the person you want to meet. In both cases, draft a compelling subject line and a 

short note 

Commonly Asked Questions 



Q&A 
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Thank you 


